ROSE DROPS FROM PCC

Athletic Director John Mutchner has announced to the Inklings that after three years of consideration, the faculty athletic committee has voted unanimously to withdraw from the Prairie Conference effective at the end of this year.

The motion to drop out of the conference was made last year, but discussion was tabled until this year. Rose will honor conference obligations for spring sports for the remainder of the year. Coach Mutchner stated that Rose will continue to play Prairie Conference schools, but that they gradually be phased out of the Rose schedules.

(Continued on Page Four)

SPEAKER ON DRAFT

Bruce Palmer from the American Friends Service Committee, Dayton, Ohio, will speak at Indiana State University on Thursday, March 13, at 7:30 p.m. The subject will be the draft—how it works, what the alternatives are, and why individuals choose to resist it. There will be a complete rundown on deferments and how they are best obtained.

Bruce Palmer is a conscientious objector doing his alternative service with the AFSC, an international organization dedicated to peace and world brotherhood. He will also speak at Rose during Senior Orientation Thursday morning. All Rose students are invited to hear him Thursday night at Indiana State.

(Continued on Page Eight)

TO THE MEMBERS OF THE IDC:

Last week the Faculty Committee on Student Activities voted to accept our proposal on new dorm regulations, for the remainder of this school year. These are in effect as of this week and are as follows:

- Union, dorm lounges, and campus grounds open till 1 a.m. on Fridays and Saturdays, and till 11 p.m. on other days.
- Open visitation in dorm rooms on Saturdays from 1-9 p.m. and on Sundays from 1-6 p.m. under the following conditions:
  - The student host and guests will sign the guest register in the lounge of the dorm.
  - Doors to the rooms of people entertaining guests shall be closed.

Open visitation in dorm rooms on Saturdays from 1-9 p.m. and on Sundays from 1-6 p.m. under the following conditions:

- The student host and guests will sign the guest register in the lounge of the dorm.
- Doors to the rooms of people entertaining guests shall be closed.

(Continued on Page Seven)

SNACK BAR SURVEY

It seems a lot of people always complain, but nobody ever does anything. Well, the IDC has decided to change this condition. A committee, under the chairmanship of George Mells, recently took a survey of students and faculty concerning the snack bar.

The IDC received responses from 360 students and faculty, and 34 blanks. Of these 360, 93 complained of the food prices, saying that food of the same quality could be purchased elsewhere at a lower price. The main purpose of the survey, however, was concerning the atmosphere in the snack bar. Fourteen per cent
State Day. On Saturday, March 9, the brothers of the FIJI Colony, in addition to normal activities, made preparations for the Extracurricular Activities Association annual meeting, which will feature some very interesting programs. Two weeks ago the Flyboys, under the leadership of "spitfire" McCammon, were able to decide the championship. They lost only the one in which they lost the one in which they lost.

Last weekend the brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha were happy to welcome into their ranks seven new members. The new brothers are P. V. Archer, Al Feldmeyer, Al Hruby, Fred King, Shelley Sample, Ed Spangler, and Joe Stal. Congratulations, TK-635-659!

One of Lambda Chi's recent social events was its annual Calendar Girl Dance. The "City Limits" entertained the large crowd that attended and everyone at the dance was allowed to participate in choosing the new Calendar Girl. The Calendar Girl winner was Miss September, Nancy Steele, from Evansville, Indiana. In the front drawing, Brother Black was chosen as social chairman.

During the past week, the Extracurricular Activities Association has been busy with preparations. The program for the evening with be XEQ'erl at 7 P.M. and CALL EXIT will occur around 9 P.M.

The Volleyball Team did a great job this year. Finishing the season with a win over Triangle to give them an undefeated season. The only game that they lost was the one in which...

(Continued on Page Seven)
6 jobs in 6 years is called job hopping?

Not necessarily. Not at Du Pont.

We have a practice called "planned mobility," a kind of intramural job hopping. It means you don't go into a training program. You go to work—at different growth jobs that broaden you professionally, benefit you personally, and help you find the specific field you want to grow in. Here's how it worked for Jim Davis, an M.E. from the University of Pittsburgh:

"My first assignment was installation of improved polymer transfer systems," says Jim. "Then some research. A patent was issued on my device to apply steam to a running threadline. Next I was a college recruiter. After that I worked on a five-year forecast of the company's engineering needs. Now I'm in a cost reduction group."

For Jim, it added up to six assignments in six years. This may be some kind of a record. But he didn't waste time. Every day of it was solid profit.

Your Du Pont recruiter is a guy a lot like Jim. Ask him about planned mobility. Ask him anything. The coupon will get you some background information before you meet him.

Du Pont Company
Room 6689
Wilmington, DE 19898

I'd like your latest information on opportunities at Du Pont for graduates with degrees in ____________________________________________

Name____________________________________________________
University________________________________________________
Degree______ Graduation Date_______________________________
Address_________________________________________________
City_________ State_________ Zip_________

College Relations

An Equal Opportunity Employer (M/F)
RECRUITING AND ROSE

As the end of the second quarter approaches it becomes time to look back on the past year's recruiting programs. Under the leadership of Duncan Murdoch the Admissions Department has been working to attract a class of well qualified high school seniors to the Institute.

Mr. Murdoch is expecting 600 applicants and out of these he will select 325 young men for admission. With this larger number of applications Rose can finally become truly selective and choose only the best qualified individuals for enrollment.

This year the Admissions staff was increased from three men to four. These four men were able to cover Indiana and Midwestern high schools much more effectively and in larger quantities. And with the advent of Indiana State Scholarships, Rose's chances with Indiana boys, who make up approximately 50 per cent of the class, were increased in spite of the fact that it costs more than $1,000 extra per year to attend Rose rather than Purdue. Also, recruiting was carried on in major midwestern cities such as Louisville, Chicago, Cleveland, and Pittsburgh.

In the past, stress has been placed on Rose's excellence in education, excellence in teaching, and close faculty-student relations. But lately the latter two have been deemphasized somewhat as the student body has come to realize that possibly these two are not true.

In addition to the visits to high schools, the Admissions Department has invited high school seniors to open houses and visits to the Institute. And as this year's recruiting starts to draw to a close Mr. Murdoch and his staff wish to thank those who helped make the visitors welcome.

“The only people I know who appreciate a mrsor are his inheritors.”

ROSE DROPS FROM PCC

(Continued from Page One)

The final decision to drop out of the conference was triggered by last year's admission of Iowa Wesleyan to the PCC. Iowa Wesleyan is approximately 350 miles from Terre Haute. No interstate or other good roads serve Mt. Pleasant, the town in which Wesleyan is located. This makes it necessary of teams to play there whenever possible in order to avoid tiring bus trips. Not only does this put added strain on a limited athletic budget, but it is often difficult in winter months because of snow.

One of the main objectives to the Prairie Conference is that Rose was the only member team from Indiana. Rose is an Indiana school, with many of its students and alumni living in Indiana. Rose receives most of its publicity in Indiana. The athletic department feels that Rose should play more Indiana schools. The Prairie Conference is presently considering the admission of Olivet Nazarene, Eureka, and MacMurray Colleges into the conference. All of these are Illinois schools and do not fit into the Rose athletic program as defined by Coach Mutchner.

Commenting about Rose's relations to the PCC schools, Coach Mutchner said, "We had good relations with the PCC schools. We leave the conference with no hard feelings but also with no regrets."

In the future, each sport will find its own level on an individual basis. Rose will try to schedule mostly Indiana schools, concentrating on those with good academic programs. The football schedule will pick up in the near future, Manchester, Anderson, Wabash, and will continue with Earlham, Indiana Central, Illinois College, and Principia. The football schedule will probably stabilize with teams since football schedules must be made up four to six years in advance. In basketball, the schools which Rose will probably play most regularly are DePauw, Wabash College, Earlham University, Centre, Hanover, and Indiana Central plus several of the regular teams from past seasons. The basketball team can vary its schedule by playing more distant schools since it has a smaller team and can thus fly to play its opponents at less cost than can the football team.

Minor sports will continue to play about the same schedules as in the past but will gradually move to playing exclusively Indiana schools.

Rose will look for a new conference, but will play independently for a time. The Hoosier Conference has expressed interest in Rose as a possible future member. Rose was a co-founder of the Hoosier Conference back in 1950, but withdrew in 1962 to help found the Prairie Conference. Coach Mutchner feels that it is best not to make permanent ties with anybody until Rose's athletic goals become clearer. Rose will be in no hurry to join a new conference. The athletic department will want to be sure of a right decision before doing anything definite.

RAISE YOUR GRADE POINT . . . IMPROVE YOUR MEMORY!

YATES MNEMONIC SYSTEM

Instructed by DONALD YATES, M.D.

Approved by Yale Professors and Taught in Many Colleges and Universities

In two 2-hour sessions you accomplish most of the following:
1. Remembering a list of 25-100 unrelated words, hearing the list only once.
2. Memorizing a speech outline or sales talk, going over it only once.
3. Remembering names of people 10 to 50 times more efficiently.
4. Remembering telephone numbers and history dates.
5. Remembering a number 15-25 digits in length, going over it once.
6. Remembering a word outline of an entire book.
7. Remembering language vocabulary going over new words once or twice.

Y. W. C. A., 121 N 7th
(Two 2-hour sessions)
March 10 and 17
7-9 P.M.

Admission $10.

Tickets may be purchased at the door or before the course from:

MIKE HILKEY
JERRY PERRY

If You Have the Girl
We Have the Ring

ROSS ELLIOTT
JEWELER
Open Friday Evenings till 8
Phone 232.0191
108 North Seventh Street
We may build a bigger engine at our #2 plant.

Help wanted:

Could you engineer the changeover economically?

Situation: Complete design scheme for tools, jigs, and fixtures needed. Also need plans detailing how much time will be required, under optimum conditions, for line changeover.

Question: Is there some way we can implement this change by utilizing most of the existing machinery at the plant?

Problem: As a modest volume plant, it is imperative that we don't lose valuable time and resulting sales.

Suggest you visit the Mexico City Plant where a similar changeover occurred. Would appreciate solution by Friday, next week. Thanks.

Want to work on a challenging assignment like this?

A new member of the manufacturing engineering team at Ford Motor Company does. Today his job may be establishing the manufacturing sequence of a new engine. Tomorrow, it may be determining the manufacturing feasibility of a new product idea.

To assist in solving assignments like these, our people have a giant network of computers at their service. Complete testing facilities. The funds they need to do the job right.

If you have better ideas to contribute, and you're looking for challenging assignments and the rewards that come from solving them, come work for the Better Idea company.

See our representative when he visits your campus. Or send a resume to Ford Motor Company, College Recruiting Department. The American Road, Dearborn, Michigan 48121. An equal opportunity employer.
C.E.'S PRESENT REPORT

Perhaps no problem facing mankind at the present time is of greater concern than that of uncontrolled urban development.

Urban blight is a critical problem in every major city in the United States. It also is a problem in smaller cities such as Terre Haute.

The senior civil engineering class at Rose Polytechnic Institute has taken a long and critical look at the problems of an underdeveloped area of Terre Haute; and, after 20 weeks of defining and studying the problem, has published a 99-page report with conclusions and recommendations concerning the local problem.

Called "Project: Life" by the C.E. 407 class (Civil Engineering Design and Synthesis), an area from Poplar to Hulman streets between Eleventh and Seventeenth streets was used for the project.

Under the direction of Dr. Dennis H. Sapp, chairman of the civil engineering department, the seniors considered themselves a consulting engineering firm and tackled the problems as "specialists" in the area of urban planning.

"What makes this class unusual and an excellent learning experience," said Dr. Sapp, "is that it is a real life situation with real people concerned participating, thus exposing the students to problems they will face as engineers."

"And because it is a real life situation, lacking the usual academic aura, the students tend to be more highly motivated," he concluded.

Dr. Sapp is especially pleased with the report of the 1969 class, and commented that "Project: Life" was the best team project made on local problems in the four years of the program's existence.

Earlier reports included "Project Salvair," an engineers' study of Hulman Field, "Bring Navigation Back to Terre Haute" by the 1967 class, and "Project Hospital," a study of a hospital and related systems of the Terre Haute area undertaken last year.

The 22-man team, headed by Bill Collins, Warren, Ohio (elected project leader by the class) divided the project into four areas—housing, commerce, sociological, and educational—concluding each area with final conclusions and recommendations.

Devoting 18 pages to housing, the team first looked at the city-wide problem, then dwelled on local problems in fighting blight. The team concluded this portion of the report with a study of housing related to the Hyte Center Community.

Employment, industry, commercial business and organized labor were the major portions of the 11 pages of the report devoted to commerce—an area which led to the heart of the report, the sociological aspects of the local urban problem.

The team found health and medical facilities to be nonexistent in the Hyte Center area, and proposed a health center in conjunction with the existing Hyte facility. Churches, ethnic halls, and playgrounds were studied, as well as the role of the Indiana Vocational College and education in general to helping solve the local problem.

The recommendations, which must be considered as an academic problem and not as a proposal to city fathers or other groups, dealt in all areas of the report—the key being education.

To quote the report, the students said:

"Education is the key to the solution to most of the urban problems of our time; and to re-emphasize, education is the basis of every recommendation. To re-emphasize, the uneducated must be educated to meet their problem, and the educated must be re-educated to the problems of the uneducated in order to help them and, therefore, ourselves."

"To develop a program in this area is difficult. Perhaps the only applicable campaign which can be undertaken is one of intense public relations in all phases of discrimination. It seems a worthwhile project to make discrimination non-existent in Terre Haute. If this could be done, Terre Haute would most definitely have earned the title of "Pride City."

Housing and zoning laws must be enforced; furthermore, state and city housing and zoning laws must be reworked to end the tangle of red tape. More rapid action should be taken on condemned properties in order that the land can be put to valid use.

Perhaps the strongest points were made in the area of commerce where the students suggested closer contact between businesses and educational systems. Schools were urged to re-evaluate their objectives in relation to those who enter the labor market upon graduation from high school, while it was suggested that industry should review requirements for employment and expand its on-the-job training programs in order to help reduce the number of hard-core unemployed.

The students also suggested a closer relationship between organized labor and educators if the educational system is to provide the vocational training that supplements union apprenticeship programs. It also was suggested that union apprenticeship programs be expended to meet the needs of industry.

Larger and newer facilities, including a medical and dental clinic, were proposed for Hyte Community Center, ranging from education programs, preschool day and night nurseries, to adult education at the center.

Implementation of these proposals, the students point out, would foster new attitudes in the community. And with a new found confidence, efforts to solve the problems would come from within the community, truly making "Project: Life" a living investment for everyone.

VOLUNTARY MILITARY?

The following letter was received by The Inklings this past week:

Dear Friend:

As you may recall, two years ago I introduced S. 1276, a bill substituting a voluntary armed force for the present selective service system. The bill was not directly considered by the Armed Services Committee and efforts to incorporate amendments in the Selective Service Act were defeated. The draft's continuance emphasizes the inconsistency of government co-operated service with America's concept of freedom. This was the principle reason that I introduced S. 508, the Voluntary Military Manpower Procurement Act of 1969.

This year, the chances of passage are somewhat better than in 1967. Major news magazines such as TIME and NEWSWEEK have contained articles commenting favorably upon a voluntary military; President Nixon supports the concept as well as well-known figures from both sides of the political spectrum including John K. Galbraith, James Farmer, David Dellinger, Milton Friedman, and Barry Goldwater. However, well-known political leaders, economists, and even the President may not be the catalyst for ending the draft. In order to move the nation it will be necessary that those who have fought conscription over the past few years enter the discussion and make their views known.

The present Selective Service Act will not terminate until 1971 unless we take action to change that situation.

Efforts aimed at securing committee consideration by generating and influencing local forces was instrumental in building support for draft abolition. In addition to letters to your own Congressmen and the Armed Services Committee, I would recommend letters to the editor of your local newspaper; encouraging labor, businessmen, farm, and professional leaders as well as civic and educational organizations to express their views.

Sincerely,

MARK O. HATFIELD
United States Senator

"If we could see ourselves as others see us, we wouldn't believe it."—James H. Russell, Bolton (Texas) Journal.

Never hit a man when he's down; kick him—it's easier.

"A college course that taught nothing but simply asked, What have you learned this week? and What could you do with it? could well be far more productive than the hour lost to stuffing in a few more undigested facts."

POLYTECHNIC BOOKSHOP

- Now In -

Hulman Memorial Union

BOOKS SCHOOL SUPPLIES GIFTS

NOVELTIES SUNDRIES CLASS RINGS

IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR
IMMEDIATE VENTURE CAPITAL AVAILABLE for new businesses

We are looking for graduate students who have sound ideas for new products or services as well as the capabilities to head up as principals new organizations to see the projects culminated.

Reply only in writing, submitting detail plans. Do not include confidential information.

Globus, inc.
25 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10004

UNDERWRITERS AND INVESTMENT BANKERS

WEEK'S ACTIVITIES

FRATERNITY NEWS

(Continued from Page Two)

Brother Greene played.

Brother Puschaver's bowling team finished the season strong. Going into the tournament they were in fourth place in the league, then they invited a 912 team game and won to win the tournament.

If you see someone walking around with a Sigma Nu sweatshirt on and clean shaved and you don't recognize him, it's Brother Hicks. He shaved off his mustache. If Brother Boehme appears to have a sore shoulder, arm, back and head, it's because he tried hard jump and broad jump at the same time and ran into the bleachers.

Congratulations to Brother Arney for lavalierring Miss Carol Griesige. Also congratulations to Brother Duncan, who lavalierring Miss Judy Yurite.

THETA XI NEWS

With finals in the near future, the brothers of Theta Xi are cracking down on the books in order to achieve the high goals they have set for themselves. Congratulations go out to the pledge class for their outstanding midterm grades.

TX NOTES—The winne cellar is finished. The Blue Room is getting there slowly. Brother Spitz is still on the wagon. Brothers Stein, Baxter and Goldsmith have new living quarters. Pledges Cook and Kittkamron also have acquired new accommodations. Motorcycle weather is here again.

Brother Hamai's Corvair is undergoing a complete overhaul. Brother Myer's Triumph now has brakes that work. Brother Schmitz has a car. Sophomore Diff. Eq. test today. Last week's article was not published for unknown reasons.

BOWDEN AIDS NASA THIS SUMMER

Dr. Warren W. Bowden, professor of chemical engineering at Rose Polytechnic Institute, has accepted a fellowship to work in engineering systems design at the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center at Huntsville, Ala., this summer.

The program is one of four sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and cooperating universities and will be involved in complete systems design of a manned orbital research laboratory.

Working with Auburn University and the University of Alabama, the facilities and staff of the NASA-Marshall Center will support the group's activities in the 11-week program which begins June 9.

All aspects of the conceptual design will be considered by the participants of the multidisciplinary design teams. The imagination and interplay of the participants will generate the complete systems approach to the problem.

Thus, Dr. Bowden, a chemical engineer and expert in air pollution, will deal with problems relating to chemical engineering or systems analysis.

The work will culminate in a formal report similar to that of the 1967 program report of 500 pages entitled JOVE (Jupiter Orbiting Vehicle for Exploration), which was presented by the 1967 participants as a paper at the 19th Congress of International Astronautical Federation in October.

Dr. Bowden, who received B.S. degrees from New York University and the University of Maine, earned his master's at Rose in 1959 and his Ph.D. from Purdue in 1965.

Active in local civic affairs, Dr. Bowden was the leading force in the county's air pollution control program. He served as chairman of the city air pollution committee for one year and was the first director of the Vigo County Pollution Control Division, having resigned from the position Jan. 1.

Dr. Bowden joined the Rose faculty in 1956 and was promoted to associate professor in 1965 and full professor in February.

Prior to joining the Rose faculty, he was a research engineer for Commercial Solvents Corporation.

SNACK BAR SURVEY (Continued from Page One)

said that they were dissatisfied, 3 per cent liked it, and 83 per cent were apathetic.

Based on this survey, and on other research, the IDC has several programs in the planning stage. Among them are the increase in size and number of tables, and conversion of the east side of the snack bar into a coffee house-like atmosphere.

The major roadblock to the realization of these ideas is, as always, money. However, it is gratifying to see a constructive effort towards improvement, and not just talk.

A 36-inch pipeline, 300 miles long, may cost as much as $50 million.
ON THE INSIDE OF BASEBALL

by Tom Butwin

With the close of the basketball season at Rose, the new Baseball Coach, Jerry Anderson, has his team working out hard each night for the approaching opening game.

The Engineers open their 1969 season with a double header on April 5, at Marion College, Indianapolis, Indiana.

This year's squad, according to Coach Anderson, has the talent and ability for a real fine team. Currently there are nearly 30 men out for the nine starting positions. Coach Anderson sees a couple of big "ifs" in the outlook of this year's team. Pitching and eligibility of a few players are the biggest problems. According to rumors, the players are hitting the books as well as the ball and things are looking very promising.

Members of this year's squad are: Outfielders, Clarence Duttlinger, Bill Duncan, Ray Jirousek, Ted Smith, Lawrence Jackson, Steve Butwin, Jack Parks and Denny Sullivan.

Infielders, Doug Zapp, Buck Beranek, Tom Butwin, Larry Fagg, George Schuler, Cy Long, Chuck Stein, Doug Root, John Atkinson, Roger Ward, Sherley Sample, Ron Bishop, Ron Lemberger and Dave Kelcis.

Pitchers, Fagg, Smith, Bishop, Long, Atkinson and Zapp.

Catchers, Larry Geier, Jerry Bissey, Steve Butwin, Chuck Stein and Clarence Duttlinger.

COACH MUTCHNER SUMS IT UP

Rose's Engineers closed the 1968-69 roundball campaign with a mediocre 11-15 slate despite some record individual performances by George Shaver and Don Ings.

Shaver, whom Coach Mutchner singled out as the one player most responsible for the team's 53-39 record over the last four years, surpassed Tom Curry's career rebounding mark by amassing a total of 1,159 snags during his career. He also moved into third place on Rose's all time scoring list by canning 275 markers, despite his missing five games because of the flu and a broken hand, to give him a total of 1,412 markers.

Don Ings moved into second place on the all time scoring chart with a record season of 690 markers for a 1,412 total.

IM Sports

The final week of winter intramural competition is involved with several tournaments. In the major league bowling tournament which lasted one week, Sigma Nu narrowly defeated Alpha Tau Omega by eight pins for the trophy. Final standings were: Sigma Nu .................. 1945 Alpha Tau Omega .......... 1937 ABCD ....................... 1922 Lambda Chi Alpha ........ 1860 Triangle .................... 1858 BSB ......................... 1878 Theta Xi .................... 1863 Speed .................. 1730

In the minor bowling league, the Fiji Delta Colony team were victorious, overcoming second place Speed by 174 pins. Final standings here were: Fiji Delta Colony ........ 5901 Speed .................. 5727 Alpha Tau Omega .... 5707 ABCD ....................... 5700 BSB ......................... 5630 Lambda Chi Alpha ........ 5605

The final standings in both the major and minor leagues in volleyball have been officially posted, with Sigma Nu taking the major league and ABCD the minor league, both teams posting perfect records. In the major league the rankings were:

Sigma Nu .................. 8-0 Theta Xi .................... 7-1 Triangle .................... 6-2 ABCD ....................... 5-3 Alpha Tau Omega .... 4-4 BSB ......................... 2-6 Lambda Chi Alpha ........ 2-6

For the minor league they were:

ABCD ....................... 6-0 Theta Xi .................... 5-1 Lambda Chi Alpha ........ 4-2 Fiji Delta Colony .......... 3-3 Speed .................. 2-4

The basketball tournaments are not, as of this writing, yet completed. Next week's column will report on the final results of IM and IF basketball action.

TO THE MEMBERS OF THE IDC:

(Continued from Page One)

fully open during the time of the visitation.

Each resident will be responsible for the proper atmosphere prevailing in the visitation areas during visitation hours.

Failure to conform with the conditions means loss of the privilege and action by the student judiciary committee.

Along with the extension of hours in the Union, the snack bar will now stay open till 12:30 a.m. on both Friday and Saturday nights, and 12-inch pizzas will be added to the menu. Also at 11:45 short movies will be offered to encourage use of the snack bar during these new hours.

This program is an excellent start. It is quite a step ahead, and the fact that these members of the faculty have shown their cooperation makes it all the more important that we meet this privilege with the proper amount of responsibility.

Sincerely,

JOHN HODSDEN

IDC President

LOUISE'S RESTAURANT
American-Italian Foods
Banquet Rooms
1849 South Third Street
224.4989

CLASSIFIED

Rose students, do you have something to sell or is there anything you wish to buy used? Why not advertise in the INKLINGS? Beginning with the next issue of INKLINGS you may place your ads at a cost of only 50c per ad per issue. Just send them to us through the campus mail before noon on the Wednesday of the week in which you wish to advertise.

not far behind Tom Curry's record of 1,483. His 46 points on 21 of 34 field goal shooting and 4 charity tosses against Blackburn broke his school record of 45 markers from last year. Don also led in foul shooting percentage on 136 of 157 for 86.6 per cent.

Coach Mutchner singled out wins over Wabash and Indiana Central, District 5's NAIA representative at Kansas City, and losses to Washington U. and Earlham as some of the best games but added that on other nights they were terrible as injuries and sickness to Shaver, Ings, Butwin, and Tucker cropped up every time the team was beginning to click.

Coach Mutchner noted that the team which finished the season will be back intact next season and a good frosh class is expected to add to the team.

Your new boyfriend has a new girlfriend?
Think it over, over coffee.
The Think Drink.